
Some & Any 
Task 1: Fill in “some” or “any”. 
 

1. There are ______________ sandwiches on the table but there aren´t _______________ apples. 

2. Sara is going to visit _____________ friends of hers this evening. There aren´t _____________ adults. 

3. Tom wanted _____________ tickets for the concert but there weren´t _______________ left. 

4. Yesterday my brother and I saw _______________ interesting things in the zoo. There were 

_______________ nice penguins. But we didn´t see ________________ bears. One crocodile had 

________________ terrible teeth. And we wanted to see ______________ elephants, too. But there 

weren’t _________________. Then we went into a cafe. I wanted ________________ boiled eggs, but they 

didn’t have________________. So we had _________________ cake. 

I’ve just listened to ____________ very nice CDs. There were ________________ Justin Timberlake CDs, 

______________ Rihanna CDs but there weren’t __________________Robbie Williams CDs. 
 

Task 2: Questions and answers. Fill in “some” or “any”. 

 

1. “Which bus can I take to the centre?” - “_______________ bus. They all go there.” 
2. “Is there _______________ tea left?”  - “No, there isn´t. Would you like  

__________________ coffee?” 

“No, thank you. But can you give 

me ______________ biscuits, please?” - “Yes, of course. Have we got _____________ 

       sugar? Can you give me _______________?” 

3.  “Can I have _____________ paper for  

my project, please?”     - “Of course, take ______________.”   

4.  “We have to find ______________ information on the internet about the first moon landing. Do you have 

_______________ idea where I can get ______________?” – “Oh yes, I´m sure there are 

_________________very good sites. 

 

 

 



Some & Any 
Task 1: Fill in “some” or “any”. 
 

1. There are _____some___ sandwiches on the table but there aren´t _____any_____ apples. 

2. Sara is going to visit _____some____ friends of hers this evening. There aren´t ___any_______ adults. 

3. Tom wanted ____some____ tickets for the concert but there weren´t ____any______ left. 

4. Yesterday my brother and I saw ____some___ interesting things in the zoo. There were ____some_____ 

nice penguins. But we didn´t see _____any____ bears. One crocodile had _____some___ terrible teeth. 

And we wanted to see _____some____ elephants, too. But there weren’t _____any_______. Then we 

went into a cafe. I wanted ____some_______ boiled eggs, but they didn’t have__any________. So we had 

______some_____ cake. 

5. I’ve just listened to ____some___ very nice CDs. There were ____some______ Justin Timberlake CDs, 

___some______ Rihanna CDs but there weren’t ___any_______Robbie Williams CDs. 

 

Task 2: Questions and answers. Fill in “some” or “any”. 

 

1. “Which bus can I take to the centre?” - “_____Any____ bus. They all go there.” 
2. “Is there ____any______ tea left?”  - “No, there isn´t. Would you like  

____some______ coffee?” 

“No, thank you. But can you give 

me ____some______ biscuits, please?” - “Yes, of course. Have we got ___any_____ 

       sugar? Can you give me ___some_____?” 

3.  “Can I have ___some____ paper for  

my project, please?”     - “Of course, take ____some___.”   

 “We have to find ____some___ information on the internet about the first moon landing. Do you have 

_____any____ idea where I can get ___some_____?” – “Oh yes, I´m sure there are ____some_____ 

very good sites. 

 


